The arrival theorem is investigated for communication networks that exhibit a product form. Two types of blocking protocols are distinguished:
INTRODUCTION

Background
For over two decades queueing network modeling has become a most popular tooi for performance evaluation of computer and communication networks. Unquestionably two major results that have motivated this direction are:
Jackson's celebrated product form
• The MVA-algorithm.
This latter algorithm enables one to efficiently compute performance measure of interest such as throughputs and sojourn times for closed queueing networks (cf. 15], [6] , [9] , [12] ). The algorithm is essentially based on the socalled:
• Arrival Theorem
The arrival theorem is a well-known result for closed Jackson queueing networks, that is networks with fixed routing probabilities and no blocking.
Roughly speaking, the theorem states:
(1.1) Upon arrival at a station a job observes the system as if in steady state at an arbitrary instant for the system without that job.
As Jackson networks have become famous for their product form expression while proofs of the arrival theorem for these networks have been given in the literature based on these product forms (cf. [9] , [10] , [13] , [18] ), the general impression seems to have grown that the arrival theorem is generally valid for any closed queueing or communication network that exhibits a product form. However, no formal support in this direction seems to be available. 
Idle Busy
Assume that the time to schedule a next request is exponential with parameter 7 for some source h=l,2 and that the duration of a transmission is also exponential with parameter ft for source h=l,2. 
where we note that (i) and (ii) can be interpreted as "balance per source"
These also impiy (iii) and yield the "product form solution":
Here one may note that expression (2.2) factorizes to the individual sources as if they were independent and in isolation with mean idle time y~ and which corresponds exactly with the probability distribution of source 2 when it was in isolation following an alternating renewal process with means 1/y and 1/fi for being in idle or busy mode. For example, with y -y -\k =JJ =jx =1 we have:
As source 2 in isolation represents the system without source 1, in this case we can thus state:
The arrival theorem applies with the "product form" solution: Here, the term "product form" must be interpreted in somewhat wider sense as also a scaling factor has been included. Roughly speaking, it could still be called a product form as the parameters \i and u are involved by factors (1/fi) and (l/ft ) when the source is busy. Essentially, the balance per source will be responsible for this product form feature as will be analyzed more detailed in section 3. 
Retransmission protocol (P )
Source H always schedules a next transmission request after an exponential period with parameter y . When the system is in state H and source héH ren quests to start a transmission, this request is accepted with probability A(h|H) and blocked with probability l-A(h|H). When blocked, the request is lost and the source has to schedule a new request.
Delay protocol (P )
When the system is in state H, the scheduling rate for a next transmission request by source h is delayed by a factor A(h|H) and given by y A(h|H).
n Particularly, when A(h|H)=0, the scheduling is stopped. A tranmission request, however, is always accepted.
One might question why this protocol distinction is made as they seem effectively equivalent. Indeed, as will be clear from the global balance equations (3.3) below, in the exponential case the steady state distributions are the same. This itself is already amazing from a physical point of view.
Viz., a scheduling of a next transmission may have been delayed or interrupted during some period of its scheduling under the P -protocol, while upon the actual epoch of the request A(h|H)=l so that no blocking would have been experienced at all under the P -protocol. Indeed, in the nonexponential case this equivalence will no longer be generally valid. As shown in [15] it remains valid only under the additional product fora condition below. More importantly in the line of the present paper, the protocol distinction will be essential when dealing with the arrival theorem.
Invariance condition
There exists a function P(.) at C such that for all H, H+heC:
or equivalently, such that for any H={h ,h ,...,h } e C and any permuta- 
*(H) }i -n(H-h) v A(hlH-h) (HeC)
h
Delay protocol
Recall the special coordinate convex case 3.1 and consider a state HeC and source OMÉH such that H+a € C. Hence, by virtue of (3.8):
A(a|H) -0
Under the delay protocol the scheduling of source a is thus interrupted in state H so that a transmission request by source h can never take place when the other sources are in state H. Thus, necessarily:
Va (H) > °
We thus have to conclude as bef ore that:
The arrival theorem fails.
Remark
With randomized delay factors A(a|H), as illustrated by example 2 of section 2, essentially the same inconsistency remains present, but kept more hidden, so that the arrival theorem also fails in such cases. Statement (4.1) can thus be regarded as generally true under the delay protocol.
Retransmission protocol
First note that by substituting
we can rewrite expression (3.3) for it(H) = n (H) as:
Under the retransmission protocol, the arrival distribution upon transmission request by source a is given by: However, in the latter expression the common normalization factor c cancels in the denominator and numerator, and the remaining summation in the denominator represents the normalization constant as according to (4.3) for the system with sources 1,...,M but source a excluded, that is without source cc.
As also the numerator is of the product form (4.3), we have thus proven the arrival theorem result: 
Conditional arrival theorem
As a more detailed version of the arrival theorem one can also investigate the arrival distribution upon transmission request by a source a, given that the system state is contained in some set or has some property.
Let us give one special case for which a conditional arrival theorem also applies for the delay protocol. Consider a specific source a and some subset S such that 
